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TRANSFORMING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Accelerate your journey to net-zero carbon buildings
#TransformingEnergyEfficiency
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TRANSFORMING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy management is
changing with climate
change, sustainability and
smart buildings driving
businesses to think and
act differently.

Transforming
energy efficiency

Taking energy
management to the
next level

‘Going green’ is good for business. But the
challenge is knowing where to start on the
path towards a more efficient and sustainable
future. By revisiting how you use, manage and
control energy, you can take a more integrated
and proactive approach to optimise the value
and performance of your buildings.

Kendra PROActiv
Energy

Benefits to your
business

So, are you running an energy-efficient
built estate?
If not, it’s time to act now and take energy
management to the next level.

Why
Kendra?

Take the
lead – today

TAKING ENERGY MANAGEMENT
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
One of the most important journeys you’ll make
Wherever you are on your net-zero journey, you need a team that will work with you to address the challenges and
opportunities that arise in meeting your long-term energy and carbon reduction targets.
Start planning today for a better tomorrow.

Develop a broader set of
energy objectives

Invest in smart technologies
and solutions

Implement energy
optimisation projects

Deliver your roadmap
to sustainability

Maximise your return on investment with a partner that can play an integral role in making net-zero carbon buildings a
reality for your business.
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From energy efficiency solutions and projects, across your property
portfolio, to an on-going energy support partnership, we can help you
achieve your net-zero aspirations.
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Our integrated approach to net-zero is built on our BEMS engineering
excellence, technical expertise and implementation of proactive energy
solutions enabling you to become a more efficient, optimised and
sustainable business.
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Kendra PROActiv Energy’s agile and responsive approach has evolved
from over 20-years of supporting businesses to optimise the intelligent
control and performance of their buildings.
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Accelerate your journey to net-zero carbon buildings
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CUSTOMER ASPIRATION AGREEMENT

The 7-stage PROActiv Energy process
UNDERSTAND

REVIEW

OPTIMISE

EXPAND

MONITOR

SUPPORT

ACCELERATE

Understand your
energy, cost and
carbon saving
aspirations

Undertake BEMS and
metering strategy
reviews to identify
energy-saving
opportunities

Implement control
strategy revisions to
optimise your BEMS

Identify areas
that would benefit
from connection to
the BEMS and/or
monitoring devices

Remotely monitor,
manage and control
your building energy
assets

Safeguard your
return on investment
with an Energy
Support Partnership

Scope, design and
deliver a roadmap to
net-zero

Extract insights
from the BEMS and
energy monitoring
systems to identify
and illuminate
inefficiencies

Ensure BEMS
operational
regression does not
happen

Establish where you
are on your net-zero
journey
Set targets to help
accelerate your netzero plans

Identify areas where
the most significant
energy and carbon
savings can be made
Unlock ongoing
savings on your netzero journey

Ensure savings
and environmental
performance are
sustainable, year-onyear
Demonstrate of
this approach will
minimise the cost
of purchasing any
residual green energy

Supply, install and
commission BEMS
projects to deliver
savings in energy,
carbon and cost
Install energy
monitoring systems
to help identify areas
where additional
energy savings can
be realised

Ensure a sustained
level of energy
optimisation is
achieved while
avoiding regression
during the net-zero
journey

Sustain and
continually improve
energy savings

Demonstrate how
the BEMS delivers an
integral part of the
net-zero journey
Identify how the
BEMS integrates into
other areas including
energy contracts and
energy efficiency
projects
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Kendra PROActiv Energy solutions
PROActiv
Projects
Expanding the scope
of your BEMS

PROActiv
Discovery
Reviewing and
identifying energysaving opportunities

PROActiv Hub
Monitoring, managing
and controlling your
building energy assets
in real-time using
analytics
and IoT

PROActiv BEMS

PROActiv Zero

Optimising your
BEMS to its full
potential
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Accelerating your
transition towards
net-zero carbon
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BENEFITS TO YOUR BUSINESS
Future-proof your organisation
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Unlock energy insights

Optimise building performance

Increase energy cost efficiency

Accelerate sustainability efforts

•G
 ain full visibility of your energy
performance

• Implement the most effective
energy management strategies

• Optimise energy efficiency
gains in a cost-effective way

• Realise full value from your
energy management initiatives

• Identify the best opportunities
to make savings and maximise
return on investment

•O
 ptimise the intelligent control
and performance of your
buildings

• Reduce your current energy
costs. Reduce the cost of any
residual green energy by being
as efficient as you
can be

• Drive your transition towards
net-zero carbon buildings
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• Improve your Brand by
becoming more sustainable

Take the
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WHY KENDRA?
Smart Solutions. Intelligent Buildings
Kendra Energy Solutions has established a
reputation in the controls industry as a leading
provider of intelligent Building Energy
Management Systems.
We work with private and public sector
organisations to offer smart solutions to their
energy management challenges.
We aim to become your valued support
partner by providing the innovation, customer
service, and proactive approach you need to
reduce your energy costs and achieve your
carbon reduction targets.

Customer-first

Beacon of excellence

We work in partnership
to meet your current
and future energy needs
Winner
delivering a return
on investment whilst
accelerating you along your Best Service &
Maintenance Provider
net-zero path
Smart Buildings Award
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Outcome-focussed
We’re solution agnostic,
so you’ll always receive
independent advice
over system design and
ancillary component
selection and the most
appropriate solution for
your project

Take the
lead – today

TAKE THE LEAD – TODAY
Achieve your ambitions
Transform energy efficiency and accelerate
your journey to net-zero carbon buildings, with
Kendra PROActiv Energy.

kendraenergy.co.uk
#TransformingEnergyEfficiency

